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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The invention relates to vehicle axle/suspen-
sion systems which are useful for heavy-duty vehicles
such as semi-trailers. More particularly, the invention is
directed to heavy-duty suspension assemblies which in-
clude a bushing assembly for pivotally mounting one end
of the suspension assembly beam to the vehicle frame
via a frame hanger, wherein an improved spacer appa-
ratus is disposed between each side of the bushing as-
sembly and the sidewalls of the frame hanger, - to gen-
erally prevent or minimize relative movement between
the bushing assembly and the wear pad or spacer disk
of the spacer apparatus, or alternatively to generally pre-
vent or minimize direct contact between substantially
non-planar surfaces of the bushing assembly and the
spacer disk by increasing the bearing area therebetween,
thus generally eliminating excessive wear or damage to
the spacer disk and possible resulting damage to the
axle/suspension system.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] Air-ride leading or trailing beam-type axle/sus-
pension systems are conventionally utilized on heavy-
duty vehicles such as semi-trailers. For the sake of illus-
tration and understanding, an air-ride axle/suspension
system having a trailing beam for use on a semi-trailer
will be discussed hereinbelow. US 5996981 and US
6131930 disclose relevant suspension systems. Each
axle/suspension system includes a pair of transversely
spaced suspension assemblies each having a trailing
beam. Each beam has a generally stiff construction be-
tween its front and rear ends without any joints, pivot
points, or the like, so that the beam structure itself is free
of significant deflection. The stiff arms or beams of most
of these types of axle/suspension systems are rigidly at-
tached to the axle at the middle to rear end of the beam
opposite from its front end that is pivotally connected to
the vehicle frame hanger. Due to this rigid axle-to-beam
connection, when the trailer leans from side to side during
operation over the road, the axle is subjected to torsional
forces. In addition, the rigid beam construction combined
with the rigid axle-to-beam connection means that those
torsional axle forces are transmitted forward through the
beam and into rotational, fore-aft, side, and vertical
movement at the pivotally attached front end of the beam.
[0003] As noted hereinabove, the beam-to-frame
hanger pivotal attachment is accomplished by a bushing
assembly typically comprising an elastomeric bushing
which is molded around and adhesively attached to a
central steel sleeve having a continuous passage formed
therethrough. The elastomeric bushing in turn is press fit
into a robust steel mounting tube. The entire bushing

assembly is securely attached to the other components
of the beam to complete the beam structure. Conven-
tional fasteners then are used to pivotally attach the bush-
ing assembly to the frame hanger.
[0004] Also, it is well known in the suspension art and
literature that the elastomeric bushing can be designed
to different specifications, thereby customizing its deflec-
tion rate which in turn dictates the amount of trailer lean
that can occur for a given roll movement during operation
of the vehicle. More specifically, in the above-described
types of axle/suspension systems, the elastomeric bush-
ing typically is engineered to deflect a greater amount in
the vertical direction than in the fore-aft direction to allow
a desirable amount of trailer lean which is neither too
large or too small, while at the same time preventing ex-
cessive fore-aft movement that could cause the axle to
steer off from a straight tracking condition. The larger
vertical bushing deflection also assists in preventing ex-
cessive stress build-up at the rigid axle-to-beam connec-
tion which could result from the axle torsional forces, but
which instead are reacted by the trailing beam through
the bushing deflections. One example of this class of
elastomeric bushings which deflect a larger distance in
the vertical direction than in the fore-aft direction are the
TRI-FUNCTIONAL (a federally registered trademark of
The Boler Company) bushings, which are marketed by
The Boler Company. In the described types of axle/sus-
pension systems, the vertical movement at the point of
attachment of the bushing assembly to the vehicle frame
hanger can be up to about 0.75 inches in either vertical
direction, and rotational movement can be as large as
about 30° (thirty degrees). Such movement amounts are
significant.
[0005] The pivotal connection of the suspension as-
sembly to the frame hanger also is the location of signif-
icant side loads. Such side loads typically occur when
the trailer is turning and/or its tires rub against a curb,
causing side loads to be imposed on the axle. This pivotal
connection via the bushing assembly is the only attach-
ment point between each suspension assembly and the
vehicle frame, other than the air spring and the shock
absorber. The air spring is mounted on and extends be-
tween the rear end of the beam and the vehicle frame,
and the shock absorber typically also is mounted on and
extends between a selected location on the beam and
vehicle frame. However, air springs and shock absorbers
do not function to react side loads encountered by the
axle. Thus, the above-described bushing assembly is
solely responsible for reacting such side loads encoun-
tered by the axle/suspension system and its suspension
assemblies.
[0006] In addition to the sources of side loads de-
scribed immediately above, many roads around the
world, including those in the United States, have a sig-
nificant road crown to aid drainage. Due to the crown in
the road, trailers often lean to the passenger side of the
road and may "dogtrack" or steer toward the passenger
side or berm of the road. In a trailing arm axle/suspension
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system, such lean to the passenger side can cause the
beams to rub against the driver’s side of the frame hang-
ers to control the side movement of the axle and keep
the axle tracking straight. In addition, many such crowned
roads are located in remote areas and consequently
sometimes are not properly maintained. Nonetheless,
vehicles such as semi-trailers still must haul heavy pay-
loads on such roads and often travel for many hours ther-
eon before encountering well-maintained roads, which
can place even more stress on the axle/suspension sys-
tem.
[0007] If the side loads are large enough, and also if
the lean to the passenger side severe enough and the
road bumpy enough, such a trailing arm might move as
much as about 0.75 inches vertically in either direction,
pushing hard sideways, and rotating up to 30° (thirty de-
grees), all concurrently. Such loadings typically will cre-
ate a significant amount of heat if the robust metal mount-
ing tube of the bushing assembly grinds against the driv-
er’s side sidewall of the frame hanger. Of course, de-
pending on the operational situation, such grinding also
can occur on the passenger side sidewall of the frame
hanger. For this reason, a spacer disk conventionally is
used to insulate the opposing steel surfaces of each outer
edge of the mounting tube and its respective sidewall of
the frame hanger, to prevent the mounting tube from gy-
rating directly against the stationary frame hanger.
[0008] More particularly, a spacer disk is located be-
tween each side of the bushing assembly and its respec-
tive frame hanger sidewall. The spacer disk typically is
made of a suitable plastic material that has excellent du-
rability, such as ultrahigh molecular weight polyethylene.
However, such plastic materials have been found to typ-
ically deform at about 150°F, and when road conditions
are severe enough, as described immediately above, the
rotating, deflecting bushing assembly can generate heat
reaching temperatures of about 150°F.
[0009] In addition, when the vehicle leans, the compli-
ance in the bushing keeps the wheels on the ground at
least until a tip over condition would occur. The resulting
tilt or lean of each trailing beam in its respective frame
hanger causes point loading of the edge of the steel bush-
ing mounting tube against the plastic spacer disk, which
in turn contacts the sidewall of the hanger. Such point or
line loading is of a high enough force to deform the spacer
disk material. If left unchecked, the spacer disk can be-
come excessively worn and too thin to be effective in its
insulating purpose. Eventually, the affected spacer disk
will tear away and the trailing beam and especially its
bushing mounting tube will grind directly into the sidewall
of the hanger. The additional heat generated by the grind-
ing steel surfaces can cause the elastomeric bushing to
quickly deteriorate, which in turn can cause even more
steel-on-steel grinding. If this condition is left unchecked,
the suspension beam will rub a groove into the side of
the hanger, which can cause the beam to become me-
chanically locked with the hanger and prevent it from de-
flecting vertically. Without proper deflection at the beam

to frame hanger pivotal connection, high stresses con-
centrate at the rigid beam to axle connection, potentially
reducing the useful life of the beam or axle. At the very
least, such damage can cause excessive axle misalign-
ment and steering problems. This type of damage to the
frame hanger and/or the axle/suspension system likely
would require its replacement Of course, such damage
is undesirable, inconvenient and costly.
[0010] One possible solution to the above-described
problem might appear to be to increase the temperature
stability of the material forming the spacer disk. However,
the movement forces and point loading described imme-
diately above, especially in combination with severe road
conditions, may be too adverse even for the most ad-
vanced material to withstand for the life of the vehicle.
[0011] GB 348, 327 discloses a composite bush for a
vehicle suspension system. Pairs of annular shims are
arranged between the bush and the hanger jaws to pre-
vent overloading of the ends of the bush.
[0012] US 5,275,429 discloses a two-part bushing as-
sembly, each part having a sleeve and an integral flange
which prevents contact between a metal bushing tube
and a frame hanger bracket.
[0013] JP 11,210,194 discloses a rubber ring for fitting
over the end of a bushing assembly to prevent vibration
being caused by contact between the bushing assembly
and a hanger bracket.
[0014] JP 11,063,058 discloses a rubber ring for fitting
over the end of a bushing assembly to influence the
spring rate of an elastomeric bushing part of the bushing
assembly.
[0015] JP 2001330067 discloses a stopper ring made
of hard material which is press-fitted between the inner
and enter cylinders of a bushing to regulate the axial
movement of the outer cylinder of the bushing.
[0016] The present invention contemplates combining
a load dissipation structure or structures with a conven-
tional spacer disk, to comprise a spacer apparatus of
individual components working in cooperation. The
present invention further contemplates an integral one-
piece spacer apparatus that generally eliminates relative
movement between the bushing assembly and the spac-
er disk. More particularly, one embodiment of the spacer
apparatus of the present invention minimizes or prevents
the above-described relative movement between the
bushing assembly and the spacer disk and transfers that
relative motion to movement between the improved spac-
er apparatus and the frame hanger. This movement re-
location significantly reduces the loads between the
bushing mounting tube and the spacer disk. Two other
embodiments of the present invention increase the bear-
ing area of the material in direct contact with the spacer
disk from the relatively thin edge of the bushing mounting
tube to a substantially planar area of a load dissipation
structure. Thus, in a vehicle roll situation, this greater
planar area moves in concert with the bushing assembly
and directly contacts the spacer disk, instead of the rel-
atively thin, sharp edge of the mounting tube contacting
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the spacer disk. This arrangement of parts greatly reduc-
es the force on the spacer disk from a line or point-type
of contact force and into more of a flat, dispersed type of
force. Thus, even though the temperatures generated by
the gyrating bushing assembly still may approach the
maximum that the spacer disk material can withstand,
excessive wear and resultant damage to the disk will be
minimized or eliminated because the forces acting on the
disk are dispersed and therefore relatively low at any one
point on the disk.
[0017] As a result of the improved spacer apparatus
of the present invention, the spacer disk can protect the
frame hanger, and the suspension assembly can operate
in a normal manner without the significant possibility of
mechanical lock-up with the frame hanger, and the re-
sulting chance of damage to the hanger and the axle/
suspension system.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0018] Objectives of the present invention include pro-
viding a spacer apparatus which prevents or minimizes
direct relative movement between the bushing assembly
mounting tube and spacer disk as well as heat build-up,
or alternatively prevents or minimizes direct line or point-
type contact between the edges of the bushing mounting
tube and the spacer disk.
[0019] Another objective of the present invention is to
provide such a spacer apparatus which minimizes or pre-
vents excessive wear of the spacer disk and suspension
assembly frame hanger.
[0020] Still another objective of the present invention
is to provide such a spacer apparatus which is econom-
ical, durable in use, and easy to install, maintain, and
replace.
[0021] The present invention thus provides a suspen-
sion assembly of an axle /suspension system according
to claim 1, claim 5 or claim 7.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0022] The preferred embodiments of the invention, il-
lustrative of the best mode in which applicants have con-
templated applying the principles, are set forth in the fol-
lowing description and are shown in the drawings and
are particularly and distinctly pointed out and set forth in
the appended claims.

FIG. 1 is an exploded perspective view of one of the
trailing beams of an axle/suspension system and the
frame hanger to which it is pivotally mounted, and
showing the manner in which a prior art spacer disk
is disposed between each side of the bushing as-
sembly of the beam and the hanger;
FIG. 1A is an enlarged fragmentary elevational view,
with hidden parts represented by phantom lines,
showing the beam bushing assembly pivotally
mounted on the frame hanger;

FIG. 1B is a sectional view taken along lines A-A of
FIG. 1A and showing the bushing assembly in a static
condition;
FIG. 1C is a view similar to FIG. 1B, but showing one
type of relative movement that can occur between
the bushing assembly and conventional spacer disks
under side and vertical loading conditions, whereby
undesirable point or line-type contact occurs be-
tween the bushing assembly mounting tube edges
and the spacer disk;
FIG. 2 is an exploded perspective view similar to
FIG. 1, but showing a first embodiment of the present
invention, wherein the spacer apparatus is an inte-
grally formed one-piece structure;
FIG. 2A is an enlarged fragmentary elevational view,
with hidden parts represented by phantom lines,
showing the beam bushing assembly pivotally
mounted on the frame hanger;
FIG. 2B is a sectional view taken along lines A-A of
FIG. 2A and showing the bushing assembly in a static
condition;
FIG. 2C is a view similar to FIG. 2B, but illustrating
the desirable lack of relative movement between the
bushing assembly and the spacer apparatus under
side and vertical loading conditions, whereby the rel-
ative movement occurs between the spacer appa-
ratus and frame hanger;
FIG. 3 is an exploded perspective view similar to
FIG. 1, but showing a second embodiment of the
present invention, wherein the spacer apparatus
comprises two separate components including a tra-
ditional spacer disk and a load dissipation member;
FIG. 3A is an enlarged fragmentary elevational view,
with hidden parts represented by phantom lines,
showing the beam bushing assembly pivotally
mounted on the frame hanger;
FIG. 3B is a sectional view taken along lines A-A of
FIG. 3A and showing the bushing assembly in a static
condition;
FIG. 3C is a view similar to FIG. 3B, but illustrating
the desirable lack of point or line-type contact be-
tween the bushing assembly mounting tube edges
and the spacer disks under side and vertical loading
conditions;
FIG. 4 is an exploded perspective view similar to
FIG. 1, but showing a third embodiment of the
present invention, wherein the spacer apparatus
comprises three separate components including a
traditional spacer disk, a portion of the beam side-
wall, and a circular flange formed on the bushing
mounting tube.
FIG. 4A is an enlarged fragmentary elevational view,
with hidden parts represented by phantom lines,
showing the beam bushing assembly pivotally
mounted on the frame hanger;
FIG. 4B is a sectional view taken along lines A-A of
FIG. 4A and showing the bushing assembly in a static
condition; and
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FIG. 4C is a view similar to FIG. 4B, but illustrating
the desirable lack of point or line-type contact be-
tween the bushing assembly mounting tube and the
spacer disks under side and vertical loading condi-
tions.

[0023] Similar numerals refer to similar parts through-
out the drawings.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

[0024] So that the environment in which the new spac-
er apparatus of the present invention is useful can be
best understood, a prior art axle/suspension system us-
ing a conventional spacer disk will be described imme-
diately below.
[0025] A prior art air-ride beam-type trailing arm axle/
suspension system is indicated generally at 10 and is
shown in FIG. 1. Axle/suspension system 10 is the sub-
ject of U.S. Patent No. 5,037,126, is available from the
assignee of the present invention, and is commercially
sold as the HT Series Suspension System. Inasmuch as
axle/suspension system 10 comprises an identical pair
of suspension assemblies mounted on a pair of trans-
versely spaced frame hangers depending from the vehi-
cle frame for capturing an axle, only one of the suspen-
sion assemblies will be described herein.
[0026] Suspension assembly 11 includes a trailing arm
or beam 12 which is a generally rigid metal box-like struc-
ture comprising a pair of transversely spaced vertically
extending sidewalls 66, which are interconnected by hor-
izontally extending top and bottom plates 38 and 39, re-
spectively. Sidewalls 66 and top plate 38 are formed as
a one-piece structure having a generally inverted U-
shape. Bottom plate 39 is welded to sidewalls 66 to com-
plete the structure of beam 12. The front end of beam 12
includes a bushing assembly 13 of a type which is well
known in the heavy-duty axle/suspension system art.
Bushing assembly 13 includes a mounting tube 14
formed of robust steel and an elastomeric bushing 15
press fit in the tube. Bushing 15 is molded about and
adhesively attached to a central metal sleeve 25 formed
with a continuous opening 29. Sleeve 25 preferably is
formed of steel. Sleeve 25 passes completely through
bushing 15 and extends outwardly from the sidewalls
thereof for facilitating mounting of beam 12 on the vehicle
frame, which will be described in greater detail herein-
below. As is well known in the art, the durometer of elas-
tomeric bushing 15 can be varied depending on the ap-
plication and the bushing deflection properties desired.
To generally achieve a softer ride in the vertical direction
and a stiffer ride in the fore-aft direction, bushing 15 is
formed with a pair of voids 26 in each of its sidewalls.
[0027] The rear end of trailing beam 12 forms a plat-
form 16 for supporting a conventional bellows-type air
spring (not shown), which extends between and is at-
tached to platform 16 and the vehicle frame (not shown).
A shock absorber (not shown) also is attached to and

extends between beam 12 and the vehicle frame at se-
lected locations to complete the major components of
suspension assembly 11. A usual axle 17 extends be-
tween and is rigidly captured in the rear end of each beam
12 by beam U-bolts 27.
[0028] Suspension assembly beam 12 is pivotally
mounted (see also FIGS. 1A and 1B) on the vehicle frame
via a frame hanger 18 which depends from and is secured
to the frame by any suitable means such as welds. Frame
hanger 18 typically is a generally box-like sturdy steel
structure having a vertically extending front wall 21 and
a top wall 37 which are each attached to and extend
between a pair of vertically extending sidewalls 22. A
well-known fastener assembly 19 includes a bolt 20
which passes through a pair of aligned openings 23
formed in hanger sidewalls 22, a pair of aligned openings
24 formed in a pair of conventional spacer disks 28, and
aligned continuous opening 29 of bushing sleeve 25.
Each spacer disk 28 typically is formed of ultrahigh mo-
lecular weight polyethylene, and is disposed about bush-
ing assembly sleeve 25 between a respective one of
hanger sidewalls 22 and bushing 15 and its mounting
tube 14, to insulate against metal-to-metal contact be-
tween the mounting tube and the hanger sidewalls.
[0029] FIGS. 1A and 1B represent pivotally mounted
beam bushing assembly 13 in a static state when the
trailer is non-operational. FIG. 1C represents one possi-
ble scenario of how bushing assembly 13 reacts when
axle 17 and rigidly attached beam 12 are subjected to
vertical and side loads represented by arrows V and S,
respectively, such as when the vehicle is cornering. As
can be seen, relative movement toward the vehicle driv-
er’s side occurs between mounting tube 14 and spacer
disks 28, which can cause line or point contact between
the mounting tube driver’s side edge and the driver’s side
spacer disk as shown by arrows P. As discussed here-
inabove, this relative movement can cause damage to
and eventually destruction of wear pad 28 and lead to
direct steel on steel line or point contact between mount-
ing tube 14 and the interior surface of driver’s side hanger
sidewall 22. Such direct contact can cause grooves to
form in sidewall 22, in turn preventing desired vertical
movement of suspension beam 12 by mechanically lock-
ing the beam and hanger 18. This locking can result in
the torsional loads on axle 17 not being properly trans-
ferred through beam 12, hanger 18, and into the vehicle
frame. The heat generated by the direct steel-to-steel
contact can also cause damage and destruction of elas-
tomeric bushing 15, rendering it useless for its intended
dampening purpose. If such a condition persists, severe
damage also can occur to hanger 18, beam 12 and axle
17.
[0030] The spacer apparatus of the present invention
now will be described. However, inasmuch as suspen-
sion assembly 11 and frame hanger 18 are virtually iden-
tical to that shown in prior art FIGS. 1-1C for the first two
embodiments of the present invention, only the differenc-
es in the improved spacer apparatus for providing a buffer
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between the interior surfaces of frame hanger sidewalls
22 and bushing assembly 13 will be described.
[0031] A first embodiment of the present invention is
shown FIGS. 2-2C, and eliminates traditional spacer
disks 28 and replaces each of them with an integrally
formed one-piece spacer apparatus 30. Spacer appara-
tus 30 preferably is molded from the same material as
prior art spacer disks 28, namely, ultrahigh molecular
weight polyethylene. Spacer apparatus 30 includes a
spacer disk portion 31 which serves to insulate against
metal-to-metal contact between mounting tube 14 and
hanger sidewalls 22. Front and rear collars 32 and 33,
respectively, extend toward mounting tube 14 perpen-
dicularly from the peripheral edge of disk 31. More spe-
cifically, front collar 32 extends along about the front one-
half of the periphery of disk 31, and rear collar 33 extends
along about half of the rear one-half of the periphery of
disk 31 and is opposed to front collar 32. Front collar 32
extends toward mounting tube 14 a significantly greater
distance, or about four times more than rear collar 33.
The surface of disk 31 adjacent to its respective hanger
sidewall 22 is flat and smooth, and the surface of the disk
adjacent to mounting tube 14 is formed with a continuous
channel or groove 34 adjacent to collars 32, 33.
[0032] Thus, the combination of collars 32, 33 and
groove 34 serve to pilot each spacer apparatus 30 onto
the outside and inside diameters of mounting tube 14
(see FIGS. 2A and 2B), and also to position the apparatus
relative to top and bottom beam plates 38 and 39, re-
spectively, and a respective one of the pair of beam side-
walls 66. Spacer apparatus 30 thereby achieves a com-
plementary-shaped fit onto mounting tube 14, and front
collar 32 additionally aids in preventing excessive rota-
tion of the spacer apparatus due to the engagement of
top and bottom rear edges, 35 and 36, respectively, of
the collar with the front edge of top and bottom beam
plates 38 and 39, respectively, if any slight rotation of the
spacer apparatus occurs.
[0033] Therefore, the integral one-piece design of
spacer apparatus 30, together with its complementary
shaped fit with mounting tube 14, prevents relative trans-
verse motion between the tube and spacer disk 31, during
operation of the vehicle, unlike prior art mounting tubes
and spacer disks 28. Thus, damage to disk 31 due to line
or point contact forces from the edge of mounting tube
14 rubbing against or striking the disk during articulation
of pivotally mounted beam 12 are minimized or altogether
eliminated. Instead, when vertical and/or side load forces
V and S, respectively, cause disk 31 to rub against or
strike hanger sidewall 22, the forces are generally evenly
distributed throughout the planar surface of the disk, thus
providing effective insulation against direct metal-to-met-
al contact between tube 14 and hanger sidewall 22.
[0034] A second embodiment of the present invention
is shown in FIGS. 3-3C. Second embodiment spacer ap-
paratus 40 is a two-piece structure which includes a tra-
ditional spacer disk 28 and a load dissipation member
41. More particularly, load dissipation member 41 is an

integral one-piece member preferably formed of steel.
Load dissipation member 41 includes a planar ring por-
tion 42 having a flat, smooth surface adjacent to spacer
disk 28. A continuous flange 43 extends outwardly per-
pendicularly from the inner circumference of ring 42 and
in the direction of mounting tube 14. The inside diameter
of mounting tube 14 is coped so that a continuous notch
44 is formed along the outer edge of the tube for receiving
flange 43 and frictionally mounting load dissipation mem-
ber 41 on the tube.
[0035] Thus, load dissipation member 41, as best
shown in FIG. 3C, prevents the relatively sharp edges of
mounting tube 14 from directly rubbing against or striking
spacer disk 28 when vertical and side load forces V and
S, respectively, are reacted by bushing assembly 13 dur-
ing operation of the vehicle, unlike the prior art arrange-
ment of parts shown in FIGS. 1-1C. More specifically,
when vertical and/or side load forces cause mounting
tube 14 and load dissipation member 41 to move in con-
cert and strike one of the spacer disks 28, which in turn
strikes hanger sidewall 22, the forces from the mounting
tube are generally evenly distributed throughout planar
ring 42. The larger bearing surface of planar ring 42 in
turn contacts spacer disk 28 and similarly more evenly
distributes such forces. Thus, damage to spacer disks
28 due to direct line or point contact from the edges of
mounting tube 14 generally is eliminated. Thus, second
embodiment spacer apparatus 40 of the present inven-
tion also effectively insulates against direct metal-to-met-
al contact between tube 14 and hanger sidewall 22 by
protecting the integrity of spacer disks 28.
[0036] A third embodiment of the present invention is
shown in FIGS. 4-4C. Third embodiment spacer appa-
ratus 50 is a multiple-piece structure which includes a
traditional spacer disk 28. The components of the axle/
suspension system on which third embodiment 50 of the
present invention can be utilized are identical to those
utilized with in the first two embodiments of the present
invention and prior art axle/suspension system 10, ex-
cept that the front end of beam 12’ is modified, and in
particular sidewalls 66’ and bushing assembly 13’ thereof
are different. More particularly, beam 12’ is identical to
prior art beam 12, with the only difference being that the
front end of the beam sidewalls 66’ and bushing assembly
13’ are modified to act as load dissipation structures, sim-
ilar to load dissipation member 41 of second embodiment
40 of the present invention. More specifically, an orifice
51, 52 is formed in the front end of a respective one of
each beam sidewall 66,’ so that the respective sidewalls
have a ring-like planar portion 53, 54 of the sidewall sur-
rounding each orifice 51, 52, respectively (see FIGS. 4
and 4B). Outboard orifice 52 is smaller in diameter than
inboard orifice 51, so that outboard sidewall ring 54 is
wider than inboard sidewall ring 53. It is understood that
this arrangement could be reversed, that is, locating in-
board orifice 51 on outboard sidewall 66’ and outboard
orifice 52 on inboard sidewall 66’ without affecting the
concept of the present invention.
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[0037] As noted above, spacer apparatus 50 also has
components incorporated into bushing assembly 13’.
More particularly, bushing assembly 13’ includes a robust
steel bushing mounting tube 56 which is a spool-like
structure having a continuous outboard flange 58 and a
larger continuous inboard flange 57 formed along its out-
board and inboard periphery, respectively, and extending
generally vertically therefrom. It is this modification to
mounting tube 56 as compared to prior art mounting
tubes 14, namely, inboard and outboard flanges 57, 58,
respectively, which form a part of and cooperate with the
other components of spacer apparatus 50, including
beam sidewall rings 53 and 54 and conventional spacer
disks 28.
[0038] To assemble bushing assembly 13’ with the oth-
er components of beam 12’, smaller outboard mounting
tube flange 58 is inserted through larger inboard beam
opening 51 and is abutted against the interior surface of
outboard sidewall ring 54. Larger inboard mounting tube
flange 57 in turn abuts the exterior surface of inboard
sidewall ring 53, and the abutting components are welded
together or securely attached by other suitable means.
[0039] FIG. 4B represents pivotally mounted beam
bushing assembly 13’ in a static state when the trailer is
not operational. In accordance with one of the main fea-
tures of third embodiment spacer apparatus 50 of the
present invention, FIG. 4C represents one possible sce-
nario of how bushing assembly 13’ reacts when subject-
ed to vertical loads V and side loads S. such as when
the vehicle is cornering. As can be seen, relative move-
ment toward the vehicle driver’s side occurs between
mounting tube 56, and spacer disk 28 and beam outboard
sidewall ring 54. Thus, in the scenario shown in FIG. 4C,
if side load forces are acting in the direction of arrows S
and vertical forces in the direction of arrow V, the planar
surface of beam outboard sidewall ring 54 contacts spac-
er disk 28. More specifically, the side load forces and
rubbing forces are spread out over the entire surface of
outboard sidewall ring 54, as transferred from similarly
planar mounting tube outboard flange 58, thereby trans-
ferring such forces in a very dispersed manner via the
large bearing surfaces of flange 58 and ring 54 to spacer
disk 28, thus preventing or minimizing excessive wear or
damage thereto. If sidewall forces were acting in the op-
posite direction, or toward the passenger side of the ve-
hicle, it clearly can be seen that it is inboard mounting
tube flange 57 which distributes the side load forces
evenly to its respective spacer disk 28, as transferred
from planar inboard sidewall ring 53.
[0040] Therefore, it can be seen that the components
of third embodiment spacer apparatus 50, including in-
board and outboard beam sidewall rings 53, 54, respec-
tively, inboard and outboard mounting tube flanges 57,
58, respectively, and spacer disks 28, all cooperate to
prevent any point or line contact between any surface of
beam 12’ or its bushing assembly 13’, and the spacer
disks. Thus, excessive wear or damage to spacer disks
28 due to line or point contact forces are minimized or

altogether eliminated. Rather, such forces are more
evenly distributed throughout the relatively large planar
bearing surfaces of sidewall rings 53, 54 and mounting
tube flanges 57, 58, thus providing effective insulation
against direct metal-to-metal contact between any struc-
tures of beam 12’ or its mounting tube 13’ and hanger
sidewalls 22.
[0041] It is understood that various other suitable ma-
terials could be utilized for the components of spacer
apparatus 30, 40 and 50 other than those shown and
described above, without affecting the overall concept of
the present invention. It also is contemplated that other
designs could be utilized to achieve the desired result of
the present invention, namely, to protect spacer disks
against undue wear due to non-planar point or line con-
tact of metal beam surfaces against the spacer disk, or
alternatively, against relative movement between the
beam and spacer disks, resulting in such contact. Thus,
it can be seen that spacer apparatus 30, 40 and 50 of
the present invention all overcome the disadvantages
associated with use of prior art spacer disks 28 alone.
[0042] It is further understood that the embodiments
of the present invention described hereinabove are also
contemplated for use with leading arm-type axle/suspen-
sion systems and spring beams. The present invention
also can be utilized on other types of heavy-duty vehicles
such as semi-trailer tractors, straight trucks such as
dumps, and the like.
[0043] Accordingly, the improved spacer apparatus of
the present invention is simplified, provides an effective,
safe, inexpensive, and efficient apparatus which
achieves all the enumerated objectives, provides for
eliminating difficulties encountered with prior convention-
al spacer disks or wear pads, and solves problems and
obtains new results in the art.
[0044] In the foregoing description, certain terms have
been used for brevity, clearness and understanding; but
no unnecessary limitations are to be implied therefrom
beyond the requirements of the prior art, because such
terms are used for descriptive purposes and are intended
to be broadly construed.
[0045] Moreover, the description and illustration of the
invention is by way of example, and the scope of the
invention is not limited to the exact details shown or de-
scribed, it is however defined by the appended claims.

Claims

1. A suspension assembly (11) of a heavy-duty vehicle
axle/suspension system (10), said suspension as-
sembly (11) having:

a beam (12) including a bushing assembly (13)
for pivotally mounting the beam (12) on a vehicle
frame via a frame hanger (18), and
an integral spacer apparatus (30) separate from
said bushing assembly and including a spacer
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disk portion (31) disposed between a side of said
bushing assembly (13) and a sidewall (22) of
said frame hanger (18) at each of a pair of op-
posed sides of said frame hanger (18), and
characterised by said integral spacer appara-
tus (30) further including at least one collar
(32,33) formed along at least a portion of the
outer periphery of each spacer disk portion (31)
and extending perpendicularly inwardly there-
from to engage said bushing assembly (13), the
engagement of the collar of the spacer appara-
tus preventing movement of the spacer disk (31)
relative to said bushing assembly (13) thereby
to prevent excessive wear of the spacer disk
(31).

2. A suspension assembly (11) according to claim 1,
wherein:

a continuous groove (34) is formed on the sur-
face of said spacer disk portion (31) adjacent to
the bushing assembly (13) and said at least one
collar (32,33); and
said groove (34) and the collar(s) (32,33) pro-
vide a complementary fit for the spacer appara-
tus (30) on a mounting tube (14) of said bushing
assembly (13).

3. A suspension assembly (11) according to claim 1 or
claim 2, wherein on each spacer apparatus said at
least one collar (32,33) includes:

a front collar (32) extending along about the front
one-half of the spacer disk portion periphery,
said front collar (32) having a top and a bottom
rear end (35, 36) to provide a stop against a
respective one of a top and a bottom wall (38,39)
of said beam (12) to prevent excessive rotation
of said spacer disk portion (31); and
a rear collar (33) extending along about one-half
of the rear one-half of the spacer disk portion
periphery and being narrower than the front col-
lar (32).

4. A suspension assembly (11) according to any one
of claims 1 to 3, wherein said spacer apparatus is
formed in one piece from a plastics material.

5. A suspension assembly (11) according to any one
of claims 1 to 3, wherein said spacer apparatus is
formed in one piece of ultra-high molecular weight
polyethylene.

6. A suspension assembly (11) of a heavy-duty vehicle
axle/suspension system (10), said assembly (11)
having:

a beam (12) including a bushing assembly (13)

for pivotally mounting the beam (12) on a vehicle
frame via a frame hanger (18); and
means for substantially preventing direct con-
tact between substantially non-planar bearing
surfaces of said bushing assembly (13) and a
spacer disk (28) disposed between each side of
the bushing assembly (13) and said frame hang-
er (18), thereby to prevent excessive wear of the
spacer disk (28),
characterised in that the means includes load
dissipation members (41) disposed between
each side of said bushing assembly (13) and its
respective spacer disk (28), each load dissipa-
tion member (41) including a ring (42) having a
generally planar vertically extending bearing
surface and a flange (43) which extends perpen-
dicularly towards said bushing assembly (13) for
frictionally engaging a mounting tube (14) of the
bushing assembly (13).

7. A suspension assembly (11) according to claim 6,
wherein each of said load dissipation members (41)
is a one-piece structure integrally formed of steel,
and said flange (43) is a continuous flange formed
along the inner periphery of said ring (42), said flange
engaging a coped portion (44) of the inside diameter
of said mounting tube (14).

8. A suspension assembly (11) of a heavy-duty vehicle
axle/suspension system (10), said assembly (11)
having:

a beam (12) including a bushing assembly (13)
for pivotally mounting the beam (12) on a vehicle
frame via a frame hanger (18), and character-
ised in that
a plurality of load bearing surfaces are formed
on each of a pair of spaced sidewalls (66’) of
said beam (12’) and a mounting tube (56) of said
bushing assembly (13’);
said mounting tube (56) has a generally verti-
cally extending wide flange (57) at one end and
a generally vertically extending narrow flange
(58) at its other end, the wide flange (57) being
wider than the narrow flange (58):
each of the sidewalls (66’) adjacent to the
mounting tube (56) has an opening (51, 52), one
opening being surrounded by a substantially
planar wide ring (54) and the other opening be-
ing surrounded by a substantially planar narrow
ring (53); and
said wide flange (57) abuts the exterior surface
of said narrow ring (53) and said narrow flange
(58) abuts the interior surface of said wide ring
(54), whereby contact between substantially
non-planar bearing surfaces of said bushing as-
sembly (13) and a spacer disk (28) disposed be-
tween the bushing assembly (13) and said frame
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hanger (18) is prevented, thereby to prevent ex-
cessive wear of the spacer disk (28).

9. A suspension assembly (11) according to claim 8,
wherein said wide and narrow flange (57, 58) are
welded to said narrow and wide rings (54, 53) re-
spectively.

Patentansprüche

1. Aufhängungsanordnung (11) für ein Schwerlastfahr-
zeugachs-/-aufhängungssystem (10), wobei die
Aufhängungsanordnung (11) Folgendes aufweist:

einen Chassisträger (12), der eine Buchsenan-
ordnung (13) umfasst, um den Chassisträger
(12) über ein Rahmenhängelager (18) schwenk-
bar an einem Fahrzeugrahmen zu befestigen,
und
eine einstückige Abstandshaltervorrichtung
(30), die von der Buchsenanordnung getrennt
ist und einen Abstandshalterscheibenabschnitt
(31) umfasst, der auf jeder Seite eines Paars
entgegengesetzter Seiten des Rahmenhänge-
lagers (18) zwischen einer Seite der Buchsen-
anordnung (13) und einer Seitenwand (22) des
Rahmenhängelagers (18) angeordnet ist,
und durch die einstückige Abstandshaltervor-
richtung (30) gekennzeichnet ist, die ferner
Folgendes umfasst:

zumindest einen Bund (32, 33), der entlang
zumindest eines Abschnitts des Außenum-
fangs jedes Abstandshalterscheibenab-
schnitts (31) ausgebildet ist und sich im
rechten Winkel von diesem nach innen er-
streckt, um mit der Buchsenanordnung (13)
in Eingriff zu gelangen, wobei das Eingrei-
fen des Bunds der Abstandshaltervorrich-
tung eine Bewegung der Abstandshalter-
scheibe (31) in Bezug auf die Buchsenan-
ordnung (13) verhindert, um dadurch eine
übermäßige Abnützung der Abstandshal-
terscheibe (31) zu verhindern.

2. Aufhängungsvorrichtung (11) nach Anspruch 1, wor-
in:

eine durchgehende Nut (34) auf der Oberfläche
des Abstandshalterscheibenabschnitts (31) be-
nachbart in Bezug auf die Buchsenanordnung
(13) und den zumindest einen Bund (32, 33)
ausgebildet ist; und
die Nut (34) und der Bund/die Bünde (32, 33)
eine komplementäre Passung für die Abstands-
haltervorrichtung (30) an einem Befestigungs-
rohr (14) der Buchsenanordnung (13) bereitstel-

len.

3. Aufhängungsanordnung (11) nach Anspruch 1 oder
2, worin der zumindest eine Bund (32, 33) an jeder
Abstandshaltervorrichtung Folgendes umfasst:

einen vorderen Bund (32), der sich entlang der
vorderen Hälfte des Umfangs des Abstandshal-
terscheibenabschnitts erstreckt, wobei der vor-
dere Bund (32) ein oberes und ein unteres hin-
teres Ende (35, 36) aufweist, um einen Anschlag
für eine obere bzw. eine untere Wand (38, 39)
des Chassisträgers (12) bereitzustellen, um ei-
ne übermäßige Rotation des Abstandshalter-
scheibenabschnitts (31) zu verhindern; und
einen hinteren Bund (33), der sich etwa entlang
einer Hälfte der hinteren Hälfte des Umfangs
des Abstandshalterscheibenabschnitts er-
streckt und schmaler ist als der vordere Bund
(32).

4. Aufhängungsvorrichtung (11) nach einem der An-
sprüche 1 bis 3, worin die Abstandshaltervorrichtung
einstückig aus einem Kunststoffmaterial ausgebildet
ist.

5. Aufhängungsvorrichtung (11) nach einem der An-
sprüche 1 bis 3, worin die Abstandshaltervorrichtung
einstückig aus ultrahochmolekularem Polyethylen
ausgebildet ist.

6. Aufhängungsanordnung (11) eines Schwerlastfahr-
zeugachs-/-aufhängungssystems (10), wobei die
Anordnung (11) Folgendes aufweist:

einen Chassisträger (12), der eine Buchsenan-
ordnung (13) umfasst, um den Chassisträger
(12) über ein Rahmenhängelager (18) schwenk-
bar an einem Fahrzeugrahmen zu befestigen;
und
ein Mittel, um eine direkte Berührung der im We-
sentlichen nicht planaren Lagerflächen der
Buchsenanordnung (13) und einer jeweils zwi-
schen jeder Seite der Buchsenanordnung (13)
und dem Rahmenhängelager (18) angeordne-
ten Abstandshalterscheibe (13) im Wesentli-
chen zu verhindern, um dadurch eine übermä-
ßige Abnutzung der Abstandshalterscheibe (28)
zu verhindern,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass das Mittel
Lastabtragungselemente (41) umfasst, die zwi-
schen jeder Seite der Buchsenanordnung (13)
und ihrer jeweiligen Abstandshalterscheibe (28)
angeordnet sind, wobei jedes Lastabtragungs-
element (41) einen Ring (42) umfasst, der eine
im Allgemeinen planare, sich vertikal erstrek-
kende Lagerfläche und einen Flansch (43) auf-
weist, der sich im rechten Winkel zu der Buch-
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senanordnung (13) erstreckt, um mit dem Befe-
stigungsrohr (14) der Buchsenanordnung (13)
in Reibungseingriff zu gelangen.

7. Aufhängungsanordnung (11) nach Anspruch 6, wor-
in jedes der Lastabtragungselemente (41) eine ein-
stückig aus Stahl ausgebildete Struktur ist und der
Flansch (43) ein kontinuierlicher Flansch ist, der ent-
lang des Innenumfangs des Rings (42) ausgebildet
ist, wobei der Flansch mit einem aufgeweiteten Ab-
schnitt (44) des Innendurchmessers des Befesti-
gungsrohrs (14) in Eingriff gelangt.

8. Aufhängungsanordnung (11) eines Schwerlastfahr-
zeugachs-/-aufhängungssystems (10), wobei die
Anordnung (11) Folgendes aufweist:

einen Chassisträger (12), der eine Buchsenan-
ordnung (13) umfasst, um den Chassisträger
(12) über ein Rahmenhängelager (18) schwenk-
bar an einem Fahrzeugrahmen zu befestigen;
und dadurch gekennzeichnet ist, dass
eine Vielzahl an Lastlagerflächen auf jeder von
einem Paar beabstandeter Seitenwände (66’)
des Chassisträgers (12’) und eines Befesti-
gungsrohrs (56) der Buchsenanordnung (13’)
ausgebildet ist;
wobei das Befestigungsrohr (56) einen sich im
Allgemeinen vertikal erstreckenden weiten
Flansch (57) an einem Ende und einen sich im
Allgemeinen vertikal erstreckenden engen
Flansch (58) am anderen Ende aufweist, wobei
der weite Flansch (57) weiter als der enge
Flansch (58) ist;
jede der Seitenwände (66’), die benachbart in
Bezug auf das Befestigungsrohr (56) vorliegen,
eine Öffnung (51, 52) aufweist, wobei eine Öff-
nung durch einen im Wesentlichen planaren,
weiten Ring (54) umgeben ist und die andere
Öffnung durch einen im Wesentlichen planaren,
engen Ring (53) umgeben ist; und
der weite Flansch (57) an die Außenoberfläche
des engen Rings (53) stößt und der enge
Flansch (58) an die Innenoberfläche des weiten
Rings (54) stößt, wobei der Kontakt zwischen
im Wesentlichen nicht planaren Lagerflächen
der Buchsenanordnung (13) und einer Ab-
standshalterscheibe (28), die zwischen der
Buchsenanordnung (13) und dem Rahmenhän-
gelager (18) angeordnet ist, verhindert wird, um
dadurch eine übermäßige Abnutzung der Ab-
standshalterscheibe (28) zu verhindern.

9. Aufhängungsanordnung (11) nach Anspruch 8, wor-
in der weite und der enge Flansch (57, 58) jeweils
an den engen bzw. den weiten Ring (54, 53) ge-
schweißt sind.

Revendications

1. Ensemble de suspension (11) d’un système d’es-
sieu/suspension de véhicule utilitaire lourd (10), ledit
ensemble de suspension (11) ayant:

une poutre (12) comprenant un ensemble de
douille (13) pour installer d’une manière pivo-
tante la poutre (12) sur un châssis de véhicule
par une jumelle de châssis (18), et
un dispositif d’écartement intégral (30) séparé
dudit ensemble de douille et comportant une
portion de disque d’espacement (31) disposée
entre un côté dudit ensemble de douille (13) et
une paroi latérale (22) de ladite jumelle de châs-
sis (18) à chacun d’une paire de côtés opposés
de ladite jumelle de châssis (18), et caractérisé
en ce que ledit dispositif d’écartement intégral
(30) comprend en outre au moins un collier (32,
33) formé le long d’au moins une portion de la
périphérie extérieure de chaque portion de dis-
que d’espacement (31) et s’étendant perpendi-
culairement vers l’intérieur de celle-ci pour venir
en prise avec ledit ensemble de douille (13), l’en-
gagement du collier de l’appareil d’écartement
empêchant un déplacement du disque d’écar-
tement (31) relativement audit ensemble de
douille (13) pour empêcher ainsi une usure ex-
cessive du disque d’écartement (31).

2. Ensemble de suspension (11) selon la revendication
1, dans lequel:

une rainure continue (34) est formée sur la sur-
face de ladite portion de disque d’écartement
(31) adjacente à l’ensemble de douille (13) et
ledit au moins un collier (32, 33); et
ladite rainure (34) et le ou les colliers (32, 33)
réalisent un ajustement complémentaire pour le
dispositif d’écartement (30) sur un tube de mon-
tage (14) dudit ensemble de douille (13).

3. Ensemble de suspension (11) selon la revendication
1 ou la revendication 2, dans lequel sur chaque dis-
positif d’écartement, ledit au moins un collier (32, 33)
comporte:

un collier avant (32) s’étendant le long d’environ
une moitié frontale de la périphérie de la portion
de disque d’espacement, ledit collier frontal (32)
ayant une extrémité arrière supérieure et infé-
rieure (35, 36) pour réaliser une butée d’arrêt
contre une paroi respective d’une paroi supé-
rieure et inférieure (38, 39) de ladite poutre (12)
pour empêcher une rotation excessive de ladite
portion de disque d’espacement (31); et
un collier arrière (33) s’étendant le long d’envi-
ron une moitié d’une moitié arrière de la péri-
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phérie de la portion de disque d’espacement et
étant plus étroite que le collier avant (32).

4. Ensemble de suspension (11) selon l’une quelcon-
que des revendications 1 à 3, dans lequel ledit dis-
positif d’espacement est réalisé en une pièce en ma-
tériau plastique.

5. Ensemble de suspension (11) selon l’une quelcon-
que des revendications 1 à 3, dans lequel ledit dis-
positif d’espacement est réalisé en une pièce en un
polyéthylène d’un poids moléculaire ultra-élevé.

6. Ensemble de suspension (11) d’un système d’es-
sieu/suspension de véhicule utilitaire lourd (10), ledit
ensemble (11) ayant:

une poutre (12) incluant un ensemble de douille
(13) pour installer d’une manière pivotante la
poutre (12) sur un châssis de véhicule par une
jumelle de châssis (18); et
un moyen pour empêcher sensiblement un con-
tact direct entre des surfaces de support sensi-
blement non planes dudit ensemble de douille
(13) et un disque d’espacement (28) disposé en-
tre chaque côté de l’ensemble de douille (13) et
ladite jumelle de châssis (18) pour empêcher
ainsi une usure excessive du disque d’espace-
ment (28),
caractérisé en ce que le moyen comporte des
éléments de dissipation de charge (41) disposés
entre chaque côté dudit ensemble de douille
(13) et son disque d’espacement respectif (28),
chaque élément de dissipation de charge (41)
comprenant une bague (42) ayant une surface
de support généralement plane s’étendant ver-
ticalement et une bride (43) qui s’étend perpen-
diculairement vers ledit ensemble de douille (13)
pour une mise en prise de friction avec un tube
de montage (14) de l’ensemble de douille (13).

7. Ensemble de suspension (11) selon la revendication
6, dans lequel chacun desdits éléments de dissipa-
tion de charge (41) est une structure en une pièce
réalisée intégralement en acier, et ladite bride (43)
est une bride continue formée le long de la périphérie
intérieure de ladite bague (42), ladite bride venant
en prise avec une portion correspondante (44) du
diamètre intérieur dudit tube de montage (14).

8. Ensemble de suspension (11) d’un système d’es-
sieu/suspension de véhicule utilitaire lourd (10), ledit
ensemble (11) ayant:

une poutre (12) comportant un ensemble de
douille (13) pour installer d’une manière pivo-
tante la poutre (12) sur un châssis de véhicule
par une jumelle de châssis (18), et caractérisé

en ce que
une pluralité de surfaces de support de charge
sont formées sur chacune d’une paire de parois
latérales espacées (66’) de ladite poutre (12’) et
un tube de montage (56) dudit ensemble de
douille (13’);
ledit tube de montage (56) possède une bride
large s’étendant généralement verticalement
(57) à une extrémité et une bride étroite (58)
s’étendant généralement verticalement à son
autre extrémité, la bride large (57) étant plus lar-
ge que la bride étroite (58);
chacune des parois latérales (66’) adjacentes
au tube de montage (56) possède une ouverture
(51, 52), une ouverture étant entourée par une
bague large sensiblement plane (54) et l’autre
ouverture étant entourée par une bague étroite
sensiblement plane (53); et
ladite bride large (57) bute contre la surface ex-
térieure de ladite bague étroite (53) et ladite bri-
de étroite (58) bute contre la surface intérieure
de ladite bague large (54) moyennant quoi le
contact entre des surfaces de support sensible-
ment non planes dudit ensemble de douille (13)
et un disque d’espacement (28) disposé entre
l’ensemble de douille (13) et ladite jumelle de
châssis (18) est empêché, en empêchant ainsi
une usure excessive du disque d’écartement
(28).

9. Ensemble de suspension (11) selon la revendication
8, dans lequel lesdites brides large et étroite (57, 58)
sont soudées auxdites bagues étroite et large (54,
53) respectivement.
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